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A monadic (Boolean) algebra is a Boolean algebra A together with

an operator 3 on A (called an existential quantifier, or, simply, a

quantifier) such that 30=0, pfk 3p, and 3(^A 3q) = 3p* 3g when-

ever p and q are in A. Most of this note uses nothing more profound

about monadic algebras than the definition. The reader interested in

the motivation for and the basic facts in the theory of monadic alge-

bras may, however, wish to consult [2].

Every Boolean algebra can be converted into a monadic algebra,

usually in several ways. (One way is to write 3p = p for all p; another

is to write Bp =0 or 1 according as p =0 or py^O. These special oper-

ators are known as the discrete and the simple quantifier, respec-

tively.) It follows, a fortiori, that every Boolean algebra can be em-

bedded into a monadic algebra, and it is clear, on grounds of universal

algebra, that among the monadic extensions of a Boolean algebra

there is one that is "as free as possible."

To be more precise, let us say that a monadic algebra A is a free

monadic extension of a Boolean algebra B if

(i) B is a Boolean subalgebra of A,

(ii) A is (monadically) generated by B,

(iii) every Boolean homomorphism g that maps B into an arbitrary

monadic algebra C has a (necessarily unique) extension to a monadic

homomorphism f that maps A into C.

The statement that a monadic extension "as free as possible" al-

ways exists means that every Boolean algebra B has a free monadic

extension A; the algebra A is uniquely determined to within a mon-

adic isomorphism that is equal to the identity on B. The purpose of

what follows is to give a "constructive" proof of this fact, i.e., a proof

that exhibits A by means of certain set-theoretic constructions based

on B (instead of a structurally not very informative proof via equiv-

alence classes of strings of symbols). A by-product of the proof is a

rather satisfying insight into the structure of the (Stone) dual space

of the free monadic extension. The theorem can (and will) be formu-

lated in such a way as to subsume the results of Hyman Bass [l ] on

the cardinal number of finitely generated free monadic algebras.

The idea of the construction is this. Step 1: form a free Boolean

algebra generated by a copy of B. Step 2: adjoin the elements of that
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free algebra to those of B. Step 3: let 3 be the mapping from B into

the enlarged algebra that assigns to each element of B the cor-

responding free generator, and reduce the enlarged algebra by the

relations that hold when 3 is an increasing hemimorphism (i.e.,

30=0, p^Bp, and B(pvq) = Bpv Bq). Step 4: extend 3 to the

entire enlarged (and then reduced) algebra so as to ensure that the

elements of the Boolean algebra generated by BB are invariant under

3 (and hence that 3 is indeed a quantifier). A little reflection on

freedom (especially for Boolean algebras) suggests that the best ap-

proach is via duality. The desired algebra will be constructed as the

dual of its dual space, and, in order to construct that dual space, the

steps of the outline sketched above will be carried out in dualized

form. The details go as follows.

Step 1. Let W be the set of all 2-valued functions on B. (The sym-

bol "2" here and throughout denotes the two-element Boolean alge-

bra.) Endowed with the product-space topology, IF is a Boolean

space (i.e., a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space).

Step 2. Let F be the (closed) subspace of W that consists of all

2-valued homomorphisms on B, and form the Cartesian product

FX W. The space Y is the dual of the algebra B.

Step 3. Let V be the (closed) subspace of W that consists of all

those 2-valued hemimorphisms on B that map 1 onto 1, and let X

be the set of all those points (y, v) of the product FX V for which y

is dominated by v. A 2-valued function v on B is a hemimorphism if

(1) sO = 0

and

(2) v(p v q) = vp V vq

whenever p and q are in B. To say that v dominates a 2-valued func-

tion y on B (notation: y^v) means that

(3) yp ^ vp

whenever p is in B. Since yp and vp vary continuously with (y, v),

the set X is a closed subset of FX V, and, consequently, A is a

Boolean space on its own right.

Step 4. Let A be the dual algebra of the space X, and write

(4) (Bp)(y,v) = yp(u,v)

whenever p is in A. The supremum in (4) is extended over all those

u in Ffor which (u, v) is in X (i.e., for which u and v satisfy (1), (2),
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and (3)). To say that A is the dual of X means that A is the set of all

2-valued continuous functions on X.

The notation indicates, and it is in fact true, that the preceding

construction produces the desired monadic algebra A; it is, however,

not yet clear how the given Boolean algebra B is to be embedded in

A. This is achieved by means of the dual h of the natural projection

c from X to Y. The projection c is, of course, given by

c(y, v) = y.

The dual mapping h sends each element p of B onto the element hp

of A defined by

(5) (hp)(y, v) = yp.

The principal result of this note can now be stated as follows.

Theorem. The mapping h defined by (5) ts a monomorphism from

the Boolean algebra B into the Boolean algebra A ; the operator 3 defined

by (4) is a quantifier on A; the monadic algebra A with the quantifier

3 is a free monadic extension of its Boolean subalgebra hB.

Since the projection c is obviously continuous, and since h is indeed

its dual (i.e., (hp)(x) =c(x)p whenever x is in X and p is in A), the

mapping h is a homomorphism from B into A. To prove that h is

one-to-one is the same as to prove that c maps X onto Y. This, in

turn, is almost obvious; if y is in Y, then the point (y, y) belongs to X,

and, of course, its image by c is exactly y.

A useful tool is the projection d from X to V defined by

d(y, v) = v.

An examination of the notation shows that

(3p)(x0) = M{p(x):d(x) =d(x0)}

whenever x is in X and p is in A. In view of this connection between

3 and d, it is an immediate consequence of §12 of [2] that 3 is a

quantifier on A if and only if d is a Boolean mapping on X, i.e., if

and only if d is a continuous and open mapping of X onto V. The

next part of the proof is devoted to showing that d does indeed have

these properties. (The necessity for considering both the projections

c and d emerged in the course of a conversation with F. B. Wright.

The projection c is open also, but this fact is not needed below.)

The continuity of d is immediate. To prove that d is open, it is

sufficient to prove that the image of each open set in a basis for X is

open. A basis for X is obtained by forming a basis for YX V and
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intersecting each set in that basis with X. This implies that as q

varies over B and U varies over open subsets of V, the subset G of X,

defined by

G= {(y,v)eX:yq = 0,veU},

varies over a basis for X. It is therefore sufficient to prove that

dG = {veV:vq'=l\nU

for each such G; the openness of the right side is a consequence of the

definition of the product-space topology in V.

If v is in dG, so that in particular y^v, then yq'^vq', so that

vq' = l (and, of course, v is in U). Suppose now, conversely, that

vq' = 1 and v is in U. If a 2-valued function w on B is defined by

CO if vp = 0 or if p g q,
wp =  I

\1 otherwise,

then w is a 2-valued hemimorphism on B and w^,v. The hemimor-

phism w is not identically zero (since wq' = 1). Suppose now that there

exists a 2-valued homomorphism y on B such that y^w. Since

wq = 0, this supposition implies that yq = 0 and hence that (y, v) is

in G; it follows that v is in dG, and (except for the unsupported sup-

position) this completes the proof of the openness of d. If the char-

acterization of dG is applied to the case in which q=0 and U= V, it

follows that d maps X onto V.

The supposition of the preceding paragraph is a fact. To every

2-valued hemimorphism w on B there corresponds at least one 2-

valued homomorphism y in B such that y^w. It is even true that

(6) wp = V {yp: y ^ w\,

where p is in B and the supremum is extended over all 2-valued homo-

morphisms y on B that are dominated by w. This fact is a simple spe-

cial case of the duality theorem for hemimorphisms [2, Theorem 8];

the special case has an easy independent proof also. (It would be of

interest to know how far (6) can be generalized beyond the 2-valued

case. In other words: when is a hemimorphism the supremum of the

homomorphisms below it?)

For further progress it is convenient to digress to a brief study of

functions of two variables that really depend on only one variable.

A function p on a product space such as FX V is independent of Y if

P(yu v) =P(yz> v) whenever yx and y2 are in F and v is in V; the defini-

tion of independence of V is similar. It is well known and easy to

prove that the Boolean algebra generated by the set of all 2-valued
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continuous functions that are independent of either Y or V is equal

to the algebra of all 2-valued continuous functions on YX V. (Every

clopen set in YX V is a finite union of clopen rectangles.)

Consider now functions on a closed subspace of YX V, such as,

say, X. The definitions of independence of For of Vstill make sense;

it is necessary only to insist that all the points of YX V that are men-

tioned belong to the subspace X. Is it true that the algebra generated

by all "one-variable" 2-valued continuous functions is equal to the

algebra A of all 2-valued continuous functions on X? The answer is

yes. Indeed, the process of restriction to X is a Boolean homomor-

phism from the algebra of all 2-valued continuous functions on

YX V onto the algebra of all 2-valued continuous functions on X; the

asserted affirmative answer follows from the fact that the restriction

of a one-variable function is a one-variable function.

One more auxiliary comment will be useful: every one-variable

function on X is the restriction of some one-variable function on

YXV (2-valued and continuous understood throughout). The em-

phasis here (as opposed to the preceding paragraph) is that restric-

tion, already known to be an onto map, maps a useful subset onto a

useful subset. For the proof, suppose that p on X is independent of,

say, F. There exists a unique (necessarily 2-valued and necessarily

continuous) function q on Fsuch that p(y, v) =q(v) whenever (y, v) is

in X. Ii r is defined on YX Fby r(y, v) =q(v), then r is independent of

F and the restriction of r to X is exactly p.

In terms of the concepts just discussed it is possible to formulate

a useful fact about the way h embeds B into A ; the assertion is that

hB consists exactly of those functions in A that are independent of V.

Inclusion one way is obvious: if p is in B, then hp is independent of V

by the definition (5). If, conversely, q is in A and q is independent

of V, then q is the restriction to X of some 2-valued continuous func-

tion r on YXV that is independent of V. The elementary theory of

Boolean duality implies that there exists an element p of B such that

r(y, v) =yp identically in y and v, and hence q = hp.

Knowledge about hB can be exploited to get some knowledge about

3hB. The basic fact is that

(7) (3hp)(y, v) = vp

whenever p is in B and (y, v) is in X. For the proof, note first that

(3hp)(y,v) fk vp.

The fact that this upper bound is always attained follows from (6).

The preceding paragraph shows that every function in 3hB is in-
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dependent of Y. (Caution: BhB is not in general a Boolean algebra.)

In the converse direction it is true that the Boolean algebra generated

by BhB includes all the functions in A that are independent of F.

The reason is that the coordinate functions on V generate the alge-

bra of all 2-valued continuous functions on V; by (7), the restriction

of the coordinate functions to X consists exactly of the functions in

BhB.

It is now clear that the monadic algebra generated by hB is A.

Indeed, that generated monadic algebra includes the Boolean algebra

generated by hBuBkB, hence it contains all one-variable functions

in A, and, consequently, it coincides with A.

It remains to prove the third and crucial condition that makes A

a free monadic extension of hB. Suppose, accordingly, that g is a

Boolean homomorphism that maps hB into a monadic algebra C.

Let Z be the dual space of C, i.e., the set of all 2-valued homomor-

phisms on C. There are natural (and obviously continuous) mappings

a and b from Z into Y and V, respectively, defined by

(az)p — zghp    and    (bz)p = zBghp

whenever p is in B. (Note that " 3" on the right side of the last equa-

tion denotes quantification in C.) It is easy to verify that (az, bz) is

in X for all z in Z. The desired extension f of g associates with each

element q of A that element fq of C for which

zfq = q(az, bz)

for all z in Z.

The verification that /is a Boolean homomorphism from A into C

is straightforward. To prove that/ is an extension of g, suppose that

p is in B and q = hp. Since

zfq = q(az, bz) = (hp)(az, bz) = (az)p

= zghp = zgq

for every z in Z, it follows that fq is indeed equal to gq.

The last thing to prove is that/is a monadic homomorphism, i.e.,

that

zfBq = ZBfq

whenever z is in Z and q is in A. Assume first that q = hp for some p

in B; then

zfBq = zfBhp = (Bhp)(az, bz) (by the definition off)

= (bz)p(by (7)) = zBghp (by the definition of b)

= zBfhp = zBfq.
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It is now tempting to argue as follows: /3 agrees with 3/ on hB

and hB generates the monadic algebra A, hence/3 agrees with 3/

throughout A. This argument assumes that the set of elements on

which /3 agrees with 3/ is closed under the Boolean operations and

under quantification. The assumption is not justified. The trouble

is caused by infima and complements; the mappings/3 and 3/ are

not homomorphisms but merely hemimorphisms.

A minor refinement of the argument proposed above works. In its

unrefined form the argument applies to every set of monadic gener-

ators of A (and fails); the refinement makes use of the fact that the

particular generating set at hand (namely hB) is a Boolean subalge-

bra of A. This fact implies (and in any case it was proved above)

that the Boolean algebra generated by hBuBhB is A. It follows

that every element of A is a finite supremum of elements of the form

r = hp A (Bhqi)* a  • ■ • A (Bhqn)*,

where p and all the q's are in B and the ambiguous signs refer to

possible complementations. Since both/3 and 3/ preserve suprema,

the desired end can be achieved by proving that/3r and Bfr always

coincide. The verification that this is so is a simple computation; the

crucial step uses the fact that/3 and 3/ do agree on hB.

The proof of the principal theorem is now complete. Since h may

be regarded as an embedding of B into A, the subalgebra hB may

be identified with B; the fact that A first presents itself as a free

monadic extension of hB (and not of B) is merely a matter of nota-

tion.

The proof of uniqueness is an easy exercise in universal algebra.

Suppose, indeed, that both Ai and A2 are free monadic extensions of

B. If gi and g2 are the natural injections of B into Ai and A2, re-

spectively, then (by freedom) there exist monadic homomorphisms

/i (from A2 into A,) and f2 (from Ai into A2) that extend gi and g2.

Since fif2 is a monadic endomorphism of Ai that agrees with the

identity on B, it must be equal to the identity throughout Ai, and,

similarly,/2/i is equal to the identity throughout A2. This means that

/1 is a monadic isomorphism from A2 onto Ai with inverse f2; the

existence of such an isomorphism (equal to the identity on B) is

what is meant by saying that the free monadic extension is essentially

unique.

If 5 is an arbitrary set, the preceding results can be applied to the

free Boolean algebra B generated by S. An arbitrary mapping from

5 into an arbitrary monadic algebra C has a (necessarily unique) ex-

tension to a Boolean homomorphism g that maps B into C. The
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Boolean homomorphism g, in turn, has a (unique) extension / that

maps A into C. Conclusion: the free monadic extension of a free

Boolean algebra is a free monadic algebra.

If the number n of elements of S is finite, then, as is well known,

B has 2" atoms; this says exactly that the dual space F has 2" ele-

ments. How many elements are there in Z? To find the answer,

choose an arbitrary element y in Y (there are 2" ways of doing this),

and ask for the number of elements v in V that can be appended to

it so as to yield an element of X. In order that a 2-valued mapping

v on B have this desired property, it is necessary and sufficient that

sbea 2-valued hemimorphism on B that dominates y. A hemimor-

phism on B is uniquely determined by its values on the atoms of B,

and those values can be assigned arbitrarily; this implies that the

number of 2-valued hemimorphisms on B is the number of sets of

atoms, i.e., 22". If p is the element of B that is mapped onto 1 by y

and onto 0 by all other elements of Y, then a necessary and sufficient

condition that a hemimorphism v dominate y is that it send p onto 1

(recall that a hemimorphism is monotone). This observation finishes

the enumeration; the number of hemimorphisms v for which vp = 1 is

just half the total number, and, therefore, the number of elements

in X is 2n-22"-1. Conclusion: the free monadic algebra with n gener-

ators has 2"-22"-1 atoms. This result was first obtained by Bass [l].

It is of some interest to observe that such enumeration results are

of a strictly monadic character; the situation becomes completely

different in the presence of two quantifiers. (This observation was

made orally by Alfred Tarski.) The fact is that a single generator

acted upon by the Boolean operations and two (commutative) quan-

tifiers yields an infinite free algebra. The most efficient way of prov-

ing this is to exhibit one concrete (but not necessarily free) algebra of

this kind that is generated by one element but has altogether infin-

itely many elements.

For this purpose, let K be the set of all pairs of natural numbers,

and for each subset p of K let 30p [or 3ip] be the union of all hori-

zontal [or vertical] lines that meet p. (Lines here consist, of course,

of lattice points only.) The operators 30 and 3i are commutative

quantifiers on the algebra 2K. Let A be the least Boolean subalgebra

of 2K that contains the "triangle"

pa = {(x0, xi) t K: xo fk xi}

and is closed under the actions of both 30 and 3i. Assertion: A has

infinitely many elements. For the proof, write qo — po and define the

sequences {pn} and {qn} inductively by writing
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pn+i = pn A   Biqn    and    qn+i = qn a   Bopn+i-

A casual examination of either the geometry or the logic of the situa-

tion shows that the ranges of both these sequences are infinite; in

fact

pn = { (xq, xi) e K: n g x0 ^ x,\

and

qn = {(xo, Xi) e K: Xo > xi 2t n\.

The construction of this example was inspired by a conversation with

Dana Scott.
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